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Reading Support And Other State Reading Activities
Robert L. Trezise
Coordinator, Communication Skills Unit
Michigan Department of Education
vailing view these days that the "reading problem" is really too massive to
be dealt with by the reading specialists
alone. All teachers, this view holds,
must concern themselves with reading
instruction, and an important role of
the reading specialist is to assist classroom teachers at all levels to "teach
reading" in the broad sense of comprehension skills and within the context of their subject areas.
If you don't have the Section 43
question and answer document, be
sure to write to me for a copy.

Now that the school year is well
underway, there are a number of state
activities regarding reading that maybe
you'd be interested in hearing a little
bit about - so I'll try to bring you
up to date.
Reading Support Services (Section
43): First, about Section 43 - the

Reading Support Services Program. At
the time of this writing (October 1),
the application form is still passing
through the Department's formsapproval process, but I hope that by
the time this fall Journal appears, you
will actually have received the application form. The language of Section 43,
the rules, the question and answer
guidelines, and the application form
itself all remain the same as last year.
However, this year's program is funded
at a two million dollar level, rather
than three million, as it was last year.
This means that the average reimbursement per teacher's salary will probably
be something like $ 1800 this year,
assuming that about the same number
of districts apply this year as last. Last
year the average reimbursement per
teacher's salary was around $2600.
Again I stress that if you're a Reading Support Services teacher, you
should be familiar with the rules and
guidelines for Section 43. For example, reading support teachers are required to devote at least one day per
week (or its equivalent) to consultant
activities with teachers, aides, parents,
and so on. That means that if your
schedule does not allow you this kind
of time, you are being denied the
opportunity to fulfill an important
part of the program, which , is to
generally assist in the upgrading of the
classroom teacher's capabilities to deal
with a greater range of reading problems. This is in keeping with the pre-

The Peperback Program (Section
25): The Paperback Program applica-

tions are also being passed through the
Department's approval process at this
time, but should be out shortly. There
are two significant differences in this
year's program: (1) All districts that
make application will receive funds
this year on a pro-rata basis. (It will
probably work out to approximately
18 cents per student in the district,
assuming that all districts do apply
for the funds.) (2) The non-public
school's involvement in the program
will be based on the percentage of
youngsters enrolled in non-public
schools in that district. (Hence, for
example, if the non-public school enrollment in a district is ten percent of
the total school enrollment, then the
books purchased with ten percent of
the total funds should go to the nonpublic schools.)
Again, in order to receive state
monies, the district must provide
matching funds equal to one-third of
the state allotment.
It is important to emphasize that
the books purchased by a district must
be located in a single site. This means
that rather than distributing the books
in many or all schools throughout the
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district, the books must be located
within one reading center. This is to
test the question: "If a single school
building is virtually saturated with high
interest, attractive, paperback books,
and if these books are located in settings conducive to leisure reading, will
reluctant readers be tempted to pick
up and read these books?"
Although the program was designed
to motivate kids to read, last year I
happened to notice that some districts
seemed to consider such books as
Plutarch's Lives and Roget's Thesaurus
to be of high student interest. Maybe
so. But I think kids are much more
likely to be attracted to The Life of
Muhammed Ali, or Dinky Hooper
Shoots Smack, or Nobody Knows My

to Read idea that reading is a community problem, the plan should
assume that reading resources go beyond the school itself and include the
entire community .
In addition to developing the plans,
the training workshops focus very
heavily on "change agentry skills." In
other words, a constant question
throughout the workshop is: "How can
one effectively bring about the changes
suggested by the plan?"
By the way, the state Right to Read
conference will be held on January 19
and 20 in Lansing. All persons who
have ever taken part in the Right to
Read effort will be invited. The conference theme will be "Beyond Word
Attack."

Name.

Comprehensive Departmental Reading Program: We are trying to apply

Right to Read: The Right to Read

training program will conduct one
state training workshop this year. It
will be held in Lansing and, as in the
past, will be held in eight three-day
segments. Jerilee Gregory, one of last
year's trainers, and Judy Hood of the
Right to Read staff will be conducting
the state training.
In addition to the state training,
follow-up sessions will be made available to those districts in the state that
have taken part in the training to date.
That's about half of Michigan's disricts.
The most essential purpose of the
workshops is for each participant to
develop a comprehensive reading plan ,
early childhood through adult, for the
sending district. In accordance with
the Right to Read principle that reading program improvement can be made
by making better use of existing resources, the plans developed at the
workshops should not be dependent
upon new monies, additional programs,
extended staff, and so on (although
needs should surely be identified in
the plans), but they should suggest
how more efficient and effective use
of present reading resources may be
made. And in keeping with the Right

the Right to Read principles of comprehensiveness and of making the most
effective use of present reading resources to the Department's multivarious reading efforts and programs.
Teressa Staten is working on this task.
Her first job is to take an inventory of
all of the Department's programs that
relate either directly or indirectly to
reading, regardless of service area or
funding source. The Department
spends, as you know, a large amount
of money on the reading effort, but
to date we really don't know where
the gaps and overlaps may be in this
entire effort. In addition , Teressa will
be attempting to identify model
teacher-training programs - programs
that seem to be successful in upgrading
the reading instruction skills of all
teachers, both elementary and secondary. The whole effort should ultimately tie in with an even broader
Department program, which has been
called the GEST ALT effort (Getting
Educational Specialists Thinking and
Acting on Learning Theories). MRA
has been working closely with Teressa
in this endeavor.
Revision of Communication Skills
Objectives: As you know, we have
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been at work for the past few months
at the task of revising the Communication Skills Objectives. The present
draft has been reviewed by a number
of people outside the Department, and
we have also shown them to some
reading authorities outside the state.
The objectives are far from being complete, but we do feel we are making
good progress. The format of the
objectives will be a five-column affair:
the first column will contain the broad
reading areas to be addressed, such as
"Vocabulary Meaning"; the second
column will con·tain the specific skills
that fall under the broad areas; the
third column will list some typical
classroom experiences that may help
students acquire the skills; the fourth
column will contain some suggested
measurement techniques for the skills;
and the fifth column will list the
criteria for success in terms of the
skills. I would guess that it will be
close to a year yet before the objectives have passed through all the review processes and are available for
general distribution in their final form.
Pilot Programs for the Gifted (Section 47): In a few months the application forms for the Department's program for the gifted will be sent out.
$100,000 will be available this year to
fund four or five new pilot program
efforts. Maybe some districts will be
interested in developing a pilot program for gifted youngsters that places
heavy emphasis on appropriate reading
objectives for these youngsters. My

feeling generally is that one of the
best ways to provide for gifted or
academically talented youngsters in
any district is through a reading program that takes the special needs and
talents of these exceptional children
into account.
Teaching Reading through the Arts:
There is a great deal of interest these
days in comprehensive arts programs
or, as the idea is sometimes called,
"arts in education." The concept is
based on the assumption that the arts
should be made available to all youngsters as a part of their basic instruction
and through the regular classroom
teacher. Under this idea, it is the
function of the arts specialist to assist
the classroom teachers to make the
arts an intrinsic part of the basic curriculum. The Department of Education, as a matter of fact, has a small
grant from the John D. Rockefeller
Ill Fund to promote this idea in Michigan. The arts people involved in the
"arts in education" movement say and I have a hunch they're right - that
a broad basic curriculum that includes
the arts ultimately helps students in
their reading skills. Indeed, a good way
to teach reading is through the arts. If
anyone is involved in the teaching of
reading through the arts, we'd certainly be interested in hearing about
it.

Hope you had a good summer, and
best wishes for a successful school year.
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